Investigation of short-time particle dynamics near an interface in the presence of nonadsorbed macro-ions.
The optical technique of total internal reflection microscopy was used to study the normal Brownian motion of a single colloidal particle near an interface. The measurements were made using a recently developed technique in which the diffusion coefficient was determined by the variance of the short-time (Deltat --> 0) motion of the particle. Experiments were performed in solutions containing either silica nanospheres or clay platelets (Laponite RD) to investigate the effect of nonadsorbed material on the dynamics of near-contact particle motion. The change in the diffusion coefficient with separation distance between the particle and plate in solutions containing nonadsorbed macro-ions was well-described by the theory developed for simple fluids. These results suggest that, in dilute solutions of nonadsorbed material in which the bulk rheological properties remain similar to those of the pure fluid, the mobility and diffusion coefficient correction factors developed for simple fluids remain valid.